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Find Your Path.
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Script:

SEE: Cinematic gameplay footage of Vesna Mining colony. Interactions showing on screen between
Foreman & disguised Hero.
VO: To them I was useful, I fulfilled a purpose. And I did it well. It was in our nature not to
question how things are.. or what they could be.

SEE: Cinematic gameplay footage of a mining ship flying through debris-filled and war torn DMZ.
VO: As a Clone, our objectives were simple. Do as we’re told, make a killing, and you’ll be set
free. But at what cost?

SEE: Fast paced ‘flashback’ shots of battle scenes and conflict between the Colonials, and Okkar
(this could expand to other factions).
VO: Loyalty to the wrong cause can lead you down a dark path. Embracing conflict, honouring
the worst of humanity, all while you watch it unfold..

VO: ..You see, now I feel the fragile balance of the DMZ beginning to shift..

SEE: If there’s footage available, it’d be great to get a wide shot of this comet nestled in the stars.
VO: Shining among the stars, untouched, lies the holy comet of Okkar. A source of peace.



SEE: Footage showing G&B ships coming into shot approaching the comet, starting with one, then
increasing in number. The comet is almost invisible as the ships encroach menacingly into our main
view.
VO: It hides a wealth of riches deep inside. G&B will hunt them.. Whatever the cost. Their
endless greed threatens everything we’ve fought for.

SEE: Cinematic gameplay scene of a ship quickly escaping a hanger (cutting between 1st person
view and 3rd), firing at other ships targeting/chasing it.
VO: So, stopping an all out war? Hah. Easy. I just need to find a way out of the DMZ, and fast..
ALT VO: So, from illegal clone to stopping an all out war? Hah. Easy. I Just need to find a way
out of the DMZ, and fast..

VO: Let’s just say the journey won’t be sunshine and rainbows.. but hell,  I like a challenge.

SEE: Can visuals of Evil Clone be included here?
VO: It’s time I discovered who I can trust..

SEE: Can visuals of Mentor & Clan be included here?
VO: Who longs for change..

SEE: Can visuals of Okkar and G&B o�cials be included here?
VO: Who seeks peace.. and who would rather wage a war.

VO: Soon I’ll forge my own path, I’ll determine the future of the DMZ.. But what will decide our
fate? Who I once was, or who I’m destined to be?


